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-

Speech of ECA representative,

-

Discussion of working programme of
the Seminar. Election of seminar
leaders.

Topic l%

1.1

Integration of the informal sector in multi-sectoral
development planning.

Rimashevskaya N.m.

"

"

~

"

(CEMI AS USSR)

"Differentiated balance as an instrument of forecasting
incomes and consumption of population".
1.2

Kovshov 0o\\9 Burenkova E.E, (CEMI AS USSR)

Simulation of transportation systems and of
regional, industrial infrastructure in economic
planning".

1.3

Golansky M.M. (Institute of Africa AS USSR)
"Economic intensification potential and its
desegregation".

1.4

Kaba Camara (UNECA)

"Integration of the informal sector in
economic development planning".

1.5

Alexander A.du Abaogye

"The urban informal sector in Africa:
Implications for integration in
development planning".

1.6

Country papers on the informal sector:
-

1.7
Tuesday,

Benin
Congo
Senegal
Togo
Kenya

-

-

Mr. Jules Ahodekon
Mr. Felicien Diafouka

Ms. Oumy Diagne
Mr. Nyadzawo Eyeleve
Mr. Isaya Onyango

Discussions,

September 16;

Topic 2:

Dynamization of input-output technical coefficients, experiments
In long-term projection of economic growth in developing African
countries.

2.1

Matlya i.s.

(CEMI AS USSR)

"Input-output balance models complex".
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2.2

Urinson Y .1*. (state Computation Centre of the State Planning
Commission of USSR)

"Utilization of intersectoral models in the practice
of national economic planning".

2.3

Chernyavsky A.V.

"Methods of drafting prospective input coefficients
for inter-industry models".

2.4

Nikitina G.V.

"Medium-term multisectoral planning by using tables

of inputs and outputs in physical units and in values".

2.5

Martynov OsV

"Structure of complexes of related industries for
optimized planning",,

2.6

El-Egaily M.O.

(UNECA)

"Dynamization of input-output technical coefficients,

experiments in long-term projection of economic growth

in developing African countries".
2.7

Se-Hark Park (UNIDO)

"UNIDO's work in modelling".

"An input-output analysis of linkages between industry
and services and their Implications for employment

generation".

2.8

Country papers on dynamization of input-output technical
coefficients:

(a)
(b)

(c)
2.9

Algeria;
Egypt-

Tanzania:

Mr. Abdun Raradane
Mr. Abdel-Kader Hamza Said
Mr. P.B. Rweyemamu

Discussions.

Wednesday^ September 17;

ToPlc 3:

The treatment of price and balance-of-payment variables in

3.1

r7urevich D.I., Shatalov S.I. (Institute of Africa- AS USSR)

short-term SAM^-based forecasting models.

'

"Study and forecasting models of developing countries
solvency".

—
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3.2

Detneva E.V., Terushkin A.G,

(CEMI AS USSR)

"Models of finance and - value balancing of national economy
turnover based on integrated economic information".
3.3

Albegov M.M., Koltsov A.V.

(CEMI AS USSR)

"Regional economic models".,
3.4

Thisen J.K.

(UNECA)

"The treatment of price and balance-of-payment variables in
short-term SAM-based forecasting models".
3.5

Krylov A.- (UNCTAP)

"L'experience de la CNTJCED dans l'elaboration et le maintien
des modeles econometriques pour la projection a court terrae de
la dynamisque economiaue et les relations economiques exterieures
des pays en voie de developpement".
3.6

Gomez J,

(DIESA)

"A prototype model for African developing economies with dynamic
policy simulations".

3-7

3.8
Thursdays

Country papers on the treatment of prices and balance-of-payments.

- Rwanda:

Mr. Sebahakwa Augustin

- Mauritius:

Mr. Nikhil Treebhoohun

Discussions.

..-

■

September ISt

Topic 4s

Elaborate modelling of the enerpy sector for improved energy
balance in Africa.

4.1

Shevtsova V.E.

(CEMI AS USSR)

"Analysis and modelling of energy state of Africa".
4.2

Bugembe P.K.

(UNECA)

"Elaborate modelling of the energy sector for improved energy
balance in Africa".
4.3

Country papers onelaborate modelling of the energy sector:
- Burundi;

4.4

Discussions.

4.5

Demonstration of work at

Mr. Bihuhura Edouard

computers.
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Friday, September 1Q:
Topic 5:

and

Spipnfifi«

Chetvertakov W.A.

2.

Report of ECA.

3.

Discussions,

scientific

Saturday. September .?n_.
Cultural programme.
Sunday, September 21 ?
to

Rigaa

th£

Cultural programme at Riga
Tuesday, September 23;

c 6'

Regional■ olannine
annxnZ at
at fhn
the
" An agricultural raodel for

H—

Institute of

-

;,
Denonstration of work on computers.
Departure to Moscow.
.Friday. September 26;

Summing of the results of discussion,
Saturday^ September 27;

to thG

workshop
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Topic I:

INTEGRATION OF THE INFOFKAL SECTOR IN MULTISECTORAL
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

1.1

The differentiated balance as an instrument of forecasting incomes and

consumption of the population (Rimashevskaya) N.M. Prof, doct, of sc. econ. CEMI of
AS of USSR)

The report analysed the procedure of elaboration of differentiated balance of
incomes and consumption of the population (D.B.) Then author describes the model ot
DB, and the economic meaning of its indices. DB may be represented as a table and is
considered within tha frame work of the gross incomes and extended consumption by the
population which represents in itself the entire volume of use values created for the
satisfaction of human requirements and in particular the social services, medical
services, and the level of life. There are three kinds of problems, that may be solved
with the help of the BD models:

a) creation of the statistic base for balances?

b) analysis of the

welfare of the population according to time scale

and different groups of population:

c) forecasting and verification of the augmentation of the level of life
of the population.

The model gives also possibility of management and regulation of social processes.
This possibility gives the construction of the normative DB model, reflecting the
designed development of social needs. The author proposes an important method tor
connecting DB model with the balances of different branches.

1.2

Simulation of transportation systems and of regional infrastructure in

economic planning.
(Kolshov G.N. doctor of economical sciences.
candidate of sciences, CEMI AS of USSR).

Burenkova E.E.

The paper present an approach to the problem of coordination of the national

economic long-term forecasting and the need for resources in infrastructure branches,
i.e.
i.e.

transport, supplying
supplying by
by materials
materials an
and techniques,
transport,
q, and storage systems.

tudied for
Transportation by itself as a sector off idt
industry was studied
for aa long
long **™ ^°*«;

The paper is dedicated to interconnections of the industrial sectors and infrastrue u a

sectors, which are treated as inter-sectoral complexes, where the sectoral and territorial

planning should fit one another.

There is a system of models as a functional subsystem

of the complex of models of perspective planning.

nets

The method used as a method of mathematical theory of flows on transportation

describes the information needed for the solving of the problem, and also

the experience of calculation of the plan of transportation system development according

to variants of national economic

growth for 18 sectoral model and Ik regions.

Also the

report treated the question of modelling of regional transportation storage system in

connection with the development of magistralic transportation system and multiregional
economic growth.
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Potential and its disaggregation.

principle.

It demonstrates how cne count-v'

be broken over a longer-term period into ^he

I

systems to achieve Maxi™ effect. Any other
or losses of this potential
~ ■ " is described with the help of
presupposes maximized capacity of artificial

productive consumption) for

y to progress.

-nnI f ln*enslve economic growth must
-P°*»tial. of individual economic sub-

T^1™ ^U reSUlt in the "nder-use
i

tion)

eC°n°nic 0Dtimum here

ar<-iricial

1 ^ °f

l -segregation is of great

develoPln8 countries searching

The oroposed method

efficiency of the project and ^"S

(Mr. K^a Ca^rf'-

(Prof. Golansky M.M>

S"?1"1
SECtOr in

i

development planning

-e^o^r::^rLic^^::^:nt\isr Are-study
on the int—
f'"" countriesI» his

presentation, he noted the different Isoects of the^nf

had contributed to the emergency of this sector nLlf T ^T*' the Pheno^na which

urbanization, the imbalances beLeen the labour',,! i* f u""1 eX°dUS» the ""controlled

supply Of goods ^ servic
wl™ fi^al demLrfPf y f ^ lab°r demand' the &°™
indicated that the existence of this in^orm^
. S°°d? and servic^8 etc. He also
the field of urbanization during the colonel nTrtZ "I influen-d ^ th- legislation, in

sector varies among the subregions and thp Afrf

S-3 reSult' the imP°rtance of the

for the identification of the'infomai sect™^ which"""^165- He Pr°P°Sed SeVen "iter-

retail trade, mechanical repairs Sal work "^Ch.cover several activities, such as
contributes more than 10 Pe£ cent to Sp ^f I bferies> etc- The informal sector

60 per cent of the raw ^&t££t^^«^£'££1°>' ^«™ « «-

to tll^f^luZllZ^

e "^™*i* -ith the other

of planning started only very recentlv

«"»'«=«•

growth; promotion of national enterprise ^?W

* °f,rural exodus ««» the urban

The method and objectives

because they were orienLd tLard" he"
the integration
egration of the informal sector iTti
■
lmP°rtant priority sectors. For
for
adoption
ad
lii^
l
for adoption and realization^ live objectives'Cl" ^^T^ plannin8 there ™ "-d
mcome, better training facilities L «Lrtor?^"ltabU distribution of national
mobilization and utilization £ c ^^ contro, nf "^ °f ^ eC°nOIny' national
choise of branches capable to respond to the dZ f^™^ capital as well as judicious

income population. These general objectives IT f P"*' a"d Services of the 1°"

sectoral strategy, the implementation of Itrucutrei n?

statistical instrument,

in these Lnd?;lT

be realized by the applied

s^orted "7 appropriate

Population and assistance, viable

r ngZ^ll^T^ " ^ ^^ ^ ^
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process.

He also indicated that the experiences of certain

by
Dy

Benin, Kenya, Senegal, Rwanda and Togo were encouraging and should be

a

strong assistance from the international community.
1.5

ILO Presentation

2

disappointing results.

The paper attempts to answer the following
p

r^t^L^ur
the sector in the planning exercise?

The paper notes that the lack of experience on the

with the sector has often resulted i».«i»fy "-™£™
and measures which are often applxed x

v

>
>

f

j°

tn^mayinvolve "the

that some changes in the

e £ srsjSis
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6nCOUra*ed

-rant

govern^

f°™tio» °f

J^r%Z£L^ss the

of real growth in governnent resources

of resources and re-orientation of

-TV' whether» given the

Hi'l

1<6 C0Untry PaPers on the Informal Sector
The Experience of Benin

he pointed out the issue of i«e£atin
He said that although this
remains a tangible reality It rV«vf» •
w his country.

*tUdy °f Benin" in

T •

in the Plann"8 access

1S stat"tically unknown, it nevertheless

of GNP and to the .oluti»'of nrffi of

™le in contri"«ting to the tation

development of the country. In "arScul
government as regards its integration in d
-ctor was relatively easy to fntegml"in

' 1 ^ aS tO the '"^eono-ic

*"** ™S StiU * bi* Problem
HOW6Ver' the

psfa^rtr^^tioli^^rtb

d°meStiC "°^«ss etc.

to the lack of statistics and accountin, of

known in Benin, quantitatively? Zever Is far^ T'--?- nfOrmal SeCt°r is not wel1
not well structured and its activit?^^ t
a ^aditional trade is concerned, it is

1979 consus gave a numbed^ of 233 000 traders"0"? °

is 8 per cent. Thus 92 per cent'can beia^'to b

\th"0^ ^ ^^ of turnover

census was made which permitted to identIfy 424 390 n^n

representing 25 per cent of the active™™ w-

person

The

working in this field

the
surveys of 1978 and 1980 and h l^^^uUtionU'h ""^
S-the
artlSanry
C°nCe™ed'
StheC6n9US
artl have "established
that the artisanry represente a great opnortunitv nf

and trade.

sreac °PP°rtunity of mass employment after the agriculture

representative ofBeninsfidthatheva

SeCtOr,in the Pla«"i"8 Process

the

Plans emphasising new investment becaule

of JeltlTI™ PU"* °f Benin were aU ^t
tL GovernL^ %n?tx?nal sy9tela »« planning based

the grouping of 80 per cent of artisans"

J

on the development objectives. F
actions for the informal sector ,lon?sid

several obstacles due to the diSty

artisans having the same job, the ins

and stimulating information However
enterprises emerged. The Benine^ S

with tZZT

^

*™ undertook Positive direct

"" sectors-

It

should

I

Th« was done through

b?t.such ^n organization faced

^iBs, the dispersion of

^ af1Sans' the a""^e of supporting
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beninoise du materiel auricle") of woodworks (Cooperative cf furniture) of clothir?

(Tisserands) and of Vakery, It shout' He rtoterl that the co-o-eratives operate up to a
certain level after which they are no longer in the informal sector.
The organization of small-scale trade is still difficult.

Several attempts were

made to organize it according to the products or according to certain^modern structures.
These actions are already made in different plans from the point of view of qualitative

objectives aiming at the. promotion of new forms of social organization of work.

The government undertook several direct actions of promoting the informal sector.

As far as trade is concerned, the operating relationship between the structured trade and

the structure of government is the state participation in the promotion of informal trade

when a project is implemented in the formal trade sector. During the different plans,
government has incorporated and implemented projects regarding the roofing of market, and
other economic infrastructures which are the real factors in the promotion of the informal
trade.

As far as the level of artisans is concerned, the last two plans paid attention to
the promotion of artisanal sector. The subsequent projects which are being presently
implemented are:
(a) the workshop projects for pilot co-operatives which provide
^

training and a demonstration effect for all the region;

(b) the construction of a national

center for the promotion of artisanary which also aimed at the training of local people
and commercialization of products; (c) the project for the training of artisans which

aimed at training 300 artisans in the co-operative management and organizing the training

training abroad- and (d) the project for integrate development of Pehunco which aimed at
promoting artisana in the rural area through the creation of favourable and attractive
environment and through the provision of agricultural credit.

The representative of Benin finally concluded that the planning in Benin deals with

the informal sector through the development projects. When the national planning will
embrace the macro-economic objectives more explicitly and when the problem of data,
popularization, organization and knowledge of different processes of production will be
solved, the informal sector in 3enin would be fully integrated in multisectoral planning.
(b)

The Experience of Senegal

The representative of Senegal presented a paper on "The integration of the informal
sector in multisectoral planning: Case study of Senegal". The representative said that
despite the dispersion of informal activities with a great number of services and smallscale enterprises coherent action should be taken for the better understanding of the
informal sector. In Senegal, the economic and social policy which aims at assisting ami
promoting the informal sector was taken by the government so as to have a comprehensive
understanding of the sector. The problems faced by Senegal, however, relate to^the
availability of reliable statistical datn. Until recently, indeed, the informal sector
was neglected in favour of the large-scale units of production.

But given the saturation

of the modern sector in terms of employment the rarity of external financing sources, the
small and medium-scale enterprises are now given due consideration. This reversal of the

trend towards the informal sector is well in line with the historical economci development

of developed countries. Indeed, the informal sector in general and the handicraft sector
in particular can ensure high employment and training opportunities for local enterpreneurs
In our developing countries, such as Senegal, greater attention to the informa sector

SERPD/WMPM/86/5
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Experience of Ken

aub.equent developraent plans! Howler mtl

a"e«i°n in Kenya's

and much "experience" has yet to be "ined in

-

-

.

the
used widely by the informal

sector

^^^^^^

for infopal sector businesses, •

Production methods for snall-scaTe nL ^P°rtVnltles ™* appropriate
Polytechnic training with

f^

raanufa<:turing; expansion of youth

techniques; and £« relll^ZtT?'T ^^ and ""^.ent
8 current restrictions on informal sector

activities.

.The experience of Congo

situation

had attracted the attention of the rubHc

ConR° ^.ented a paper on "The
PreSent
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However, the statistics reveal that in some branches, the part of the informal

sector reached important proportions as far as production and employment are concerned
The contribution of the informal sector is mostly reflected in the solu:ion of "&£%**
problems. The census made in the country shows that between 1974 and 1984 for example,
the informal sector created more emnloyment opportunities than the private sector and
almost the same number of employees as in the public sector. Thanks to this active role
of the sector, the urban unemployment did not reach dangerous proportions. What is
important is that the informal sector had provided job opportunities to the low groups

of the population - which, traditionally, found it difficult to be absorted by the labour
market (persons with low qualification, women, illiterate persons, handicapted persons,
etc.).,

However, the State policy of leaving informal sector operate was freely <=°"£'°nted

by the indue pressures of the modern, private and public sector

informal sector as a serious competitor.

which considered the

The role of the State m this ^^^'J^^

to the rehabilitation of this sector and the improvement of the general economic environ

ment so that all the informal sector's activities as well as structured activities could
co-operate with perfect mutual interdependence.
1,7

Discussions on the Informal Sector

The representatives of countries asked questions regarding the definition of the
informal sector and proposed other definitions that take into consideration their national

real^ea! They pointed out that the "heterogeneity" of the informal sector and the non
availability of data regarding the informal sector are the main cofaints to the
anplicability of the model oronosed for the integration of the informal sector in the
development planning of African countries. They made some reservations regarding the

division of economy into four sectors such as proposed in the model presented.

The

account the informal sector at the level of different branches of the economy.

He said

representative oFuNIDO reported that a model elaborated by his organization takes into
that such a study is available for delegates who are interested.

In his reply, the representative of the ECA Secretariat pointed out that the existence

strategies that allow the integration of the informal sector m the development plannin,,.

Sflt£L bfd^ne through the strengthening of their planning -hinery as recommended
in the -resent study.

It was important not to neglect more than 10 per cent of GDP and

To to 60 per cent of the urban rWation.

He indicated that the »^^°" °*»£

classical sectoral classification for the informal activities as it, done by »
very judicisous and leads to a more 'complex model. Therefore, due to lack of statistical
data the nror>osed model which is very simple and can be solved would be desirable.

SERPD/WMPM/86/5
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Topic 2:

DYNAMIZATION
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COEFFICIENTS EXPERIMENTS IN

E IN DEVELOPING AFRICAN COUNTRIES
I.S., Dr. of econ. Sciences

S^c^^SdS.c:Tr2S

?

«l models

etc.). These models represent the most devIwd'tv^T' J"? " nOn la« dynamic mod^
the approaches to their charactPris^. ae^el°ped type of multi-sectoral models rePardinp
Their being quite c« c
t1 £? *e f?alysi? and the m"h°d* of the solutions
wdely allied. At present thev Ire used"or a™!y '"i1'"6 data «»T data made them
Thxs for™ the basis for their direct in buUt in o th fT 1f° ^ rlan cal^l«ions.

perspective planning

in Bunt into the technological process of the

fiveve:rIo^er..aldvr
e- -d
Plan projects construction
t1retn!r with ^Iel°"ment-. The experience of 1976-1980

the allied multi-sectoral models ly he used ZT" ^ ^ tiU 199° Sh°Wed th^
solutions but as an instrument of "reparation °l l^ * ^^ f°r the "^™fc

realization of the hypotheses of tillZV? i-

tlmatXOn and final quantitative

different types of 1^ 2tll L^T^ZVZ?***"^ ^ section P-Jects. The

oriented at the solution of similar

1™

^ the Same lnitial data ^^ and are

step here will be the integral of the modif" I'™' ^ neXt the°"tical and empirical
unified methodological, inlo^iolllT^Z^TlnTl °f the1nlodels °" the basis of the

variants of this integration is implemented iTl di^ln^
developed at the USSR State Plannin- rwwV

mEanS' ^ °f tbe ^

r dlaloBue-com-uter systems which was

of Department - GOSPLAN USSE).

'

economic sciences.

are mutual^ co^inl^^^^h^^^^^om" ? th? ««»«- »d requirements

development is ensured is the balance methof ^ ^ / " -^ natl°nal eco"™ic
pass from the particular material balances to t"16.r^0rt exa*>»>ed the opportunities to
Mathematical model gives an o^ortu^v t
^ mter-sectoral cost balance,

report is concerned'with the im'emen attlTf nlann" f"nCtiOn fOr inPUt and °^- ™
short-term and long-term innut-outpufGlances mod™s ? praCtlces in ^ GOSPLAN of USSR

2-3

of°:%^ ^d industries:

is the Planned nrocess°ofrconHn,,ieat"reS °f the economy in developed socialist societv

Progressive
gsive alterations in ZZZ^ZTuT
Z"ZZ^ZTuT f ^ induStriall "ranch
Process,
the
Proc
h efficiency of social production L T

^^^ Mdd technol°sical
improving the people's well-bein»; Pr°dUCtlOn and the successful solution of the task of

SBKFD/WMPM/86/5
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production goals etc.

Planning and

ties.

iS1
and management

It

system.

Economic comnlexes are put together with

reference is made of the ties between the «*»

satisfaction of identical

of resource, complex consumption of raw_mater«tl. and
or interchangeable final demands of society, continuity

transportation and

complexes c«n be

existence of related groups of production ^°^

SfSST
level.

The system has two levels,

the industry, and the ^-of industries, ^models

y-ve^eratL^ul^onrwn^

***** — -

optimal plan»

2.4 "Medium-term multisectoral Plannin8 basing tables of /^ J-d
in physical units and in values .

(Nikitma v,/.,s

CEHI AS USSR)

in USSR a system of input-output tables
^
a better insight into the relation of resources in the

and values

tables

(IOTPWS) were found necessary.-

The research methodology was formulatcdin the

Research Institute of the State Planning C«te

^T^

The CEM1 ^^ ^ with

procedures for compilation of IOTPVVS for trie union * t

a view to improving the comprehensiveness andbalan

ojhese pian

territorial and sectoral aspects compatible at all level and stages

making the

8
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a program package for processing l°rPe LtricL
analytical activities by a non-orogrWr u^r ttt
of analytical and planning coapiES~

xntersectoral complexes, economic regions,

» ministries
for any economist
computing a series of

applicable to various stages

^er-industry

of Economics and

«xed aSini -pit^Smen'ts^isY* ?«*««i™ ".cure..- raw materials, labour,

industry balance, in particular the inform^t^'^ LT *? draWing "P a planned i
of direct
of objects of work such as aggregated ™ 1 !" ^ "
finished goods fuel and energy pfr unit of
°L"a'
constitute a major factor accuntiL for
in the national
and for the varying rates of gro^ oT

in

^iof ffi^fi^r

inPuts

of physical cost-value inter-industry balancf'^t is
economic growth, its sectoral structural n^' a- 1
society's final requirement^ and theAssessment o?8

efficiency of using the principal L !

direct material inputs used n? L ^

b*lailce
and
the rates of
h^othetical ^attern" of
er-term trends in the changing
! °f
^ "sources. The coefficient of
"*er-industry balances are drafted in

cost-value terms and represent the

woth of the gross product^f another

• I

specified and detailed in Physical
mutually-balanced system of basic D

f"8^ 818tOM "5°duct ^ one rabies
^T™1 economic indicators are

I ^""fy balances,

as the result, a

the gal
general economic
economic^ indicator^I LITroTort^ZTl^T
LI
T
ificat0"
f8h^d.
*' 8h^d. ™Ut^
™Ut to
hil
manufacturing and distribution of

products
products iin

physical terms by industries

hit* „

manufacturing and distribution

oy industries, head government
ministries ad
and ddepartments.
nt ministries

'■ ■*p

of the study asTcontribution to th "h "i^8 introducti°« ^ emphasized the

short-term forecasting models and at Sp .» ^ d^lOpnlent of analytical tools for

term perspective studies1™"aS?y ^JSS TlcTi^^T-^ ca*>abi1^ »f long-

briefly described the various metLdoto^icaTfrLf
coefficients to enable African eoTr .

J

?**'"" ^can countries. He

framework for updating input-output

table before using it f" any a"lvti^l "** freqUent Updates of the input-output
(rAs) as a suitable technique for t£ i,^"6'' ■ ** ^^ t0 the ^"iplier method

as an observed in.t-outpu? tabt ot^^^L^^t

'
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gross output, inter^diate.output and intermediate iflll^^f^lTl^tZTlL

Ls applied to update Mauritius mput-outP£ «b*etf "^ t^1^d™a b'sis for further

^S S. d^eiorih/develop.ent of sue, analytical

techniques.

... i

m: ss&s
Nigeria

The

model

was

applied

witmn

uue

j.i. «*««•.«*.*.

~~

—-

""""""

«u

~*.

r,i-\

as an illustrative example of a country with a growth factor such as oil.
2.7

UNIDO Presentation

^ *•

in

,.i_

* T™Tnn Cmv

<^-H*rk Park) pave an account of the on-going work

the

The representative of UNIDO (Mr. be HarK far*; g<i «
c*

ij

field

* m«-4oiii«cr

of

modelling,

We- <5Aid that the evolution and the
ne

saia

liwi

uk

Purrent status of UNIDO1s
current suama

modelling work was coraoosed of:

(a)

Lima Development Objective (LIDO) model.

(b)

UNIDO world industry co-operative model.

(c)

IDIOM software package for the country simulation.

(d)

UNITAD model.

UNIDO had also made an input-output analysis of

for employment generation were derived
2.8

Country Papers

a)

period.

Experience of Algeria
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^

^A^^^^ -Poro-ch c-sists of * long-te

initiated in the beginning of 1980s In ?his model thf
and "employment" was given a central role ir definL rt
context, the "integration of the economy" is
*?*
the function of long-tern investment Xom VT h ^ >'

planning model which

," /* ai}^tical t0^ was
?
variables "investmentlon8-tera objectives. In this
^ortmt in the definition of

scheme describing the Algeria"conony is ™ven in thf P°lnt ^f^"' an inte*ral

anticipated illustration of the main objectives of the^f'

Pelaborationr^XtanTce^rS
?iaSf &WaS
of a short-term muUisector.l f.f .■

^ ^^ " b3Sed On

-al ««^ -king

concerned with the

this field, the model cont^insi number f T"JI m°del which is done dually. in
equations and a recyclin^^e 0^1°!^
d^inition and specification of
economic, multisectoral anddynamxc ZZu us^ " ; Fin3Uy' ^ Said that the
econoH1c table in ^ich the emphases' istt^ £
b)

Experience from Egypt

The

Planning models and^elated "Lms In hi h^" PT» ^^ dS3lS ^^ 3 brief revie»

the methods of dealing with econoli triable" in planning eXperie"C,e in instigating

to what extent they can be included in the multisectcraln* (ex?enous/f e^ogenous)s and

tries also to give a quick evaluation of the uses ofTl?8,"10^18' The paPer

Planning. In the second narts of the nLer tit 1 multlsectoral models in development
multisectoral planning models in drafJ^T/ '? P" introduces an exercise of using
the Egyptian economy.
drafting and projecting the main economic variables in
c)

Experience of Tanzania

°f

«• « Inrut-output techniques in

%ri«i:i

comprehensive both in terms of

InPut-°"tPut table is

tables, however, preparation of

=dinf:

of

or

Plans which'have beeYdravTun hl™\TthT^iT>?r lone"term Planning. The two long-term
objectives as well as projections of macr

?en statements of socio-economic

sectoral growth. The medium and short tJL^T™^ parameters' in particular GDP and
as well as financial projections to realize ?hem
^
objectives at parameters
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The use of input-output data for planning in Tanzania present curcumstances can
not be easy given the problem of getting adequate data in usable form as well as
operational constants such as lack of facilities at menpowers.

Inspite of these constraints, there is an increasing awareness that economic
planning Management could be more thorough than it is now and that input-output methodology
could be of great help towards this end.

Tonic 3:

THE TREATl^ENT OF PRICE MB BALANCE OF PAYMENT VARIABLES IN SHORMERM SAH
EASED FORECASTING MODELS

3.1

"Study and forecasting models of developing countries solvency"

(Dr. Gurevitch D.I. and Shatalov S.I., Institute of Africa AS USSR).

Solvency is a major nacroeconoraic feature whose evaluation and forecasting is

collateral inone way or another to any analysis of a e^^1^^^/^1 resect of

means a country's ability and preparedness to comply with its obU at °n

"facto

:

only its financial position, but also the living standard of its population, the social
and political situation in the country and the class conflicts there.

Econometric methods and models enable a debitor country to,«£ " !u"£P^d study

and evaluation of own financial and economic position, it can hel? detect the major

causes of insolvenas, and take timely measures to reduce their negative effects in the
future. Knowing the creditor countries' methods and ways of evaluating the debitor
country's solvency, the latter can foresee their reaction to its requests for credits.

Solvency analysis and forecasting have acquired a special meaning in the liBht of

their foreiCn debt obligations, whereas a still greater number haa to
economic growth to avoid defaulting.

mmmamsi
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f nati-al -onomic turnover based on

finds £ taS ^ » "^n^11mGth°d * ^™- I' •°Ur methodol°8y ™*e» it

possible to tee in the main NEB table characterizing,H
of repreoduction into a unified balance system of ?L
designed for combined representation a^d analvsif Ttt
value aspects
of. reproduction and of Seir balanL T^
pects of
Physical-fina
bl" (Sfb?
(S?
Coordinated Physical-finance
balance"

™II

f^8""1 and financ"l aspects

^ ma"°^0^^ information
maEerial-Ph^ical
lPh^ical and finance-

calld
^ re?"ectlve matrices are called

u.e
of^reSS prtdctval^'in'the0 ^teS!,,^"?0? ch*™^™* Production and
redxatrubution and use of national income value with, T ?* creatio"> distribution,

man participant, of the reproduction "roclss ! S ?
participants of the reproduction process

turnover balancing is mathenatiLllv !^'

"^ tUrn°Ver between th

?he fo™ f JT" tUrnover bet»«n the main
formulated task of national economic

be attested using the foK^SeSf SSSST"7 C°ntriVlal- ItS

^

2> Tcombinaaol tf"^^^^^ ^ »f th^ -bove mentioned ones, or of

3)

identification of balancins constraints;

4)

search for the extremum;

5)

dir.ct^estimate of the optimal CMPB using optima! factor values found in

^^T^Zr^^J^^^^J^^ P. These are the task of

models of finance-and-distribution balancine and ;? %laace' model= ot finance balance
bal
These models
the main e * ^l ? ?*ls of value
odels illustrate
ill
l balancing
bli

turnover, i.e. its balancing without chan^L it^TXsfJ*^™5S* the nat--l "onomic
fmance-and-value levers of national economic Sr"°™ "" °f balanCe ef"«i»«* of
finance-value environment for its realisation III ^ a* baSe Onl>' by organizing a
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3.3

"Regional economic models- (Prof. Albegov M.M. and Koltsov A.V. ((SMI AS of USSR)

2"

In the Soviet Union the most wide-spread

goals

faced by

separate

regions.

Considerable experience has been adulated "the Soviet

construction «* models of the

experience has she,™ their PJf^
analysis

of

""'^^^r^

in pre-plannine

calculated with

economic perspectives.

x

statistical methods, not?bly the least squares

s

Balance ratios and identities are also used

t

the

modei.

t ItcL9oS^ of dynamic
w

dependences.

„«

^i

3 years.

3.4

The Treatment of financial Prince and Balance of Parents Variables in short-tenn
SAM-3ased Forecasting Models!

(Mr. Thisen J.K,)

to help government policy makers devise fiscal and monitory polic

.tability and economic growth for their countries.

"°^r^^nt) time series, current

are not adequate for making accurate forecasting expert judgeme ^
data analysis and interactions amonr, variables also Play a role in tn

.

processes.

He informed the meeting that since 1978, the
Africa has been engaged in a series of ""f^
with the objective of mapping a future outlook
at helping the African countries in formulating^
a coherent and consistent national develament
under various

Nations Economic Commission for

"™£uildinB of planning models

alternative develo^ent scenarios

models which were Presented to ^.^^^
Statisticians and DemoSraphers which made
of the models to cover multisectora ^

of the models to cove

the policy implications

completed5^the econometric
Planners,

regarding

the

and

extension

iong-term

the ECA

f"££ Ind employmentnronections which was

Secretariat made a.second study on sectoral output and employm

The selected countries are:

and Nigeria in West Africa

s and policies within

^^^^^^^^^en,

ft
~d
models by short-term forecasting
~del»-

countries.

^ ! ?hese models aimed

Zaire, C~roon

Mauritius and Zimbabwe in Eastern and Southern

in some countries, namely Rwanda and Mauritius.

k

-

Africa

statisticians and

Ethiopia, Kenya,

^ ay.U« was implemented

21

principles, namely

accounts which comforms to two

order to support La Jc^^ZlTt^

emphasis should be put on the distrihnH™,?

economy-wide level and (b) the

the_ existing economic data system rZ^Social H
varxea according to the socio-economic s truetur^
availability of data involves in "enetl two tvV
comity production, labour and ^oZttilTclliZ
abroad and the rest of world, andIhe coital
„,,'
the world. Within this SAM-based shortT %
to focus on the treatment off^"
I

°f the devel°P^nt policy within

-^* (SAM) whose fo™*

lnfilvidual """try and the
a?COUnts: the i^rent accounts of

?nd ?"bl^l^tors, workers

lnstitutions and the rest of

^ il MS foUnd necessary

are very pertinent for short-ter

refiect'the8 ^i^tr^L^TL*" -IT**1

^" h

^ ^ h° »'«>— ^

h°
Such activities are very i"ort"n for devetoX aCC°Unt' S"Ch aS b°rrowinS
and lending,
stortase of savings to finance investment

nlT eCO™TS wMch are faced with an acute

^ndxviduals
or colorations and governments
Hj
' 1OW ^Vel °f inCOmes' **■**
their investment from current surnW? ^ ^.developing countries can rarely finance

-ney and capital markets or fZ llZIt Such^ fiZ^ ^ bO"OW frcm "he d°
corresponding asset and the account must baW*

variables is made at two levels-

fir^t in T

t^1** aut?mat"ally creates a

,lnte?rati™ °f the financial

are classified into households! nonSpcL entT" aCCOUnts' the institutions

and banks and the other financial institutions

I^1^3 °r co^orati°nss sovernments,

with four items, domestic currency ban£^ and"oth!r°f ^ ■*** financial a«°"nt is added

domestic borrowing, foreign borrowing aS b'ks r^?3"5' """* adVanCCS «*

analyst lt\tl ™lVt£t£\Vlr^£?^ ^t f°r^-n was based on the

of data situation for explaining the chafes ll the f 5°"°? ^ SUitable siven the ^
countries. The treatment of price include a, , Si Se"Oral Price ^vels in developing

-age structure, the movement of the interest rates th^S that ^ht °CCur in »«
rate fluctuations which were found nore realistic f th?Profl' "alization and the exchange

occur m the short-term. The most Sfficuli^ obstafll "" f ^'^ ^ Price Chm^s th^

adopting such a sectoral orice formulation st^ff
^ develo?in3 African countries in
sectoral price indices. ThereforT «ric" T fr°m the "on-existence or poor quality of
considerable efforts in colle^t^^^^^^^^-f-icians may wi8h I dJf

these varLabiasS ^S^VTi^JT^t

needed special attention, namely the currlt , 5

and_ long-term private and government debts which
their various development plans.

there are cthers
T?' sh°*^™> »edium
had contracted to implement

ittheiris planning
e:sentialthatAfri:ancoun«iefsehSt?HdHing
°f ^ ""* °f ^ —^ - a whole
framework. The™ - er^de-manffof"^. ^ "-^oration'of the Sm'in

essential
base for the estimation of tnTfeasible
ZT °V aSpSCt °f the model is a"
of the economies.
e teaslble medium-; long-term development patterns
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3.5

UNCTAD Presentation

ThP lINCTAD representative briefly described his organization experience in the field

of -J^SSc^rSi- an, snort-term felling ot^*^£££T™
of developing countries. He presented, in general terns, the System for £££«£
Modelling Analysis (SIGMA), which is now under elaboration by the UNCTAD secretariat

attention was oaid to the methodological aspects of the construction of the

statistical parameters used

and projection for different developins countries, including 12 couutrien ot the
Development Report".
3.6

DIESA Presentation

a

nresnective view

or

tne

e

sions and the specialized agencies.

The Global Econometric Model; (GEM), consisting of individual ™^f -untry

SH-Ss£SS-£5

sirs-.
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have to fee

governmental project that Kratea^ndt^lf*m" f^ ™ *" ^-national, non-

* system that makes short ^ X ^ 7fdeWloped national ec°"™i<= -°dels into

national models are Built 3nd maintained™v local f°reCa?ts and «c««i° Projections. The

institutional and behavioral characteristics andfiTT*'*'
famlUar with national
nd domestlc economic Dolicy. The

econometric models in the TTOK «,~*

40 individual ^velo^inB^untr IfSdT^iotrL31!
\**-<**&** *£l». abOut
i els that rePresent the other

developme countries. Africa is nr«»nM

Gabon, Libya, Nigeria, Egypt Sf'SL^ by eleVen country <*>dels (Attica-

two subregional groups (ffi least develop"' anT^^T"0' SU<3an and Tunisia> ^ by

LINK system shows that if defense stSenoW df'i^u.^-^ " A ^^ SCCnario fr™ the

so as to achieve the ODA target /

!

° indu.tnal countries were to be cutback

(exclude OPEC members and Igypt" wouil i^'I'^'J^ G™ °f Sloping Africa

Bhile the — ^'-"^r^^rs ^ ?r
Econometric models nf 17 Af>-,^

r

d'lvoirs Kenya, Madagascar Moro ^ "se^l^SierrrT"011' V^*' ^ Ghana» ^

Tunlsla Uganda, Zaire and Zimbabwe wer^ '-'recen lvra.^?cn«. Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania,

The model analyses the movements of mlcro-^ "y eStlnated £°* «se in Project LINK

project trends it, prices, monitory ZZentT^^^f '« real 3nd ™*»* ter»s and

liabUities The response of 10 AfricTeconom^, ? T
?a»»Bnt« and eternal
m-^jor domestic policy instruments a.d eJteW factor,
^ "J Variables "presenting
CD a currency devaluating, (2) a ^L!l

factors were studied with the rtodels-

transfer payments from abroad (Van i^reaL^^fZ^^"6' (3> » i««ease net

commercial loans, and (6) 4n ncrea e £ prinar^cZld.femand» <5^ <* ^"ease in

stimulation experiments donfir^ that

for Z 7 Co™odlty P'«e«.

The results of the

regime, policy changes can have highly sipnificanf, H^™ ■ C°n°mieS Under -a fixed ^

3.7

C=mtI, ,w,

Experience of Mauritius

p^ofor^^K^^^ aniTthf^r^

^ P^" — i- ^

forecasting model. He said that the 'ell of thP ^'""i^ "' short"te™ SAM-based
- the model is ready. It has not, h^ v- - ** « 31 ^ al ,
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co^uter at the Ministry of
of a Fortran Compiler.

the

He then

_of_payments blocks.

5SS

iSfs

and other institutional factors.

He also referred to the oue.tiou that raised as to the ne«d and relevance of^

sophisticated models for small island fcono^e. like^»auriti».;

Appropr

conditions

to be worked out for individual countries takl"V "™iate since it lends itself to

o'f^omic

Work on the SAM is therefore moving at a g

probably be installed in Mauritius next year.

Mauritius so that the
^potential - analysis

In the

S2 rffiSS: n=aSC

offered by a SAM.

b)

Experience of Rwanda

^l1o™g

Xhe representative of Rwanda presented

which is seen in the country as a "f?"^
forecasting that has been implemented in the

ox

Finance and Economy,

to prepare

analyse the

n^lZlecon<m. " i. an input-

and facilitate the economic decision-making Process-

existing relationship between various sectors f 'f £f
hyoothesis according to
output model in the sense that it . lows to analy« ^^^ relationship and that
which the inputs and outputs in volume terms are "lateQDy

x production is
i

the relationship between the intermediate consumption and the
constant.

P

This is true only in a short-term analysis.

,-,,..

A , T,ao hp,irallv that of a common denominator of the

The role of Prices m this model was basicalljJ"a^

o£ input-output, such as

input-output elements. It was to be noted that ^«»»t^*8^yXe^re..ed in monetery
the taxes and profits do not correspond to «* °tber^th^_

units.

^_

The fact that prices are not consent in the medium

distortions in the model if. they are not ^"^'^
of prices is important, not only to take into '^
° /

price deflatorfor all the output^tta different
di
coefficients,

i
ible to
to link
link the
the level
level
it
was possible

output and isolate the effects of nnce changes.
Speaking about the variation of price in the
- formulation, the ^^"-^H S

t: >wo"^f

a

ch

^

. but also and
fluctuation.
.

utputj
gtudies

of sufficiently detailed and up-dated ?"'"£" f^^^

introduCe

treatment

mainly to study the fluctuations ^rxces «nd the causes of su
even though theoretically a price can be linked to ea

^u

However,
the

use>

1

k

the

Thanks to the technical
prices

of
f

i
input.

v

g£%^ However!'\£ £ut-

price fluctuations (including wages
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activities. Thus, theoretically any fluctuation in the wage level or taxes, import
prices, custom duties will influence the price. This supposes an imnlicit assumption
that any exogenous changes of one or several sectoral prices will have effective and
integral effects on the new levels of other sectoral prices. The effect of an eventual
substitution in prices has not yet been taken into account. This will require additional
research in the behavioral patterns of consumers and enterprices, faced by an

augmentation of prices of final consumption and inputs.

With regard to the treatment of the balance of payments variables in the Umuganda
model, a model of balance of payments classified in accordance with National Bank of
Rwanda^nomenclature and with that of IMF was explicitly introduced in the model. However,
there is a persistent problem grouping factor services with factor service. These two
services are being separated into two categories in one of the scenarios. The balance
of payments module also establishes a recapitulative account regarding the main data of
foreign trade. It should be noted that the treatment of balance of payments is based
on the exogenous data. The
endegenous variables have not yet been taken into account
in the Umuganda model.

3.8

Discussion on the treatment of prices and balance of payment variables.

In the discussions that followed9 participants raised the question as to what extent
short-term forecasting models take into account the problems of underutilization of
capacity which is rampant in several African economies at the ^resent time and to what
extent the loans that are given could be efficiently utilized to solve this problems of
capacity utilization.

;

The representatives of DIESA commended the EGA work on short-term forecasting models

using the SAM approach particularly at a time when African countries were facing many
short-term problems of balance-of-payment, debt burden, natural dissasters (drought,

desertification and innondations) and socio-economic crisis.

He stressed that presently

the work activities of various international institutions like World Bank9 IMF and DIESA

are being oriented towards solving short-term problems and away from long-term prespective
studies cf the 1960s and the 1970s. Collaborations between UNECA and DIESA in the field

of short-term forecasting is therefore very pertinent.

:

The representative of UNCTAD commended the work done by the ECA Secretariat

particularly the efforts made to include the balance-of-payment variables in the shortterm forecasting models. He said that this work falls within the realm of vhat UNCTADis

presently doing for developing countries particularly in the field of foreign trade.
asked for clarification of some equations involving balance-of-payments to ensure

He

compatibility of assumptions by institutions such as the UNCTAD and World Bank9
particularly with regard to imports c.i.f. and exports f.o.b.

In responses to the comments of participants, the representative of the ECA
Secretariat said that the problem of underutilization capacity is very pertinent for
African developing economies but this problem is more of a structural, long-term nature
than short-term nature and, therefore, this issue should be treated within a specific
sectoral model from the supply side, however, this question will be taken into

consideration when elaborating forecasting model for countries faced with under-capacity
utilization constraints. He thanks the renresentatives of DIESA and UNCTAD for their
pertinent comments.
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Topic 4:
4.1

Elaborate Modelling of the Energy Sector for Improved Energy Balance
In Africa.

"Analysis and Modelling of Energy State of Africa"
(CEMI AS USSR)

(Dr. Shovtsova V.E,

The report deals with the methodology of energy situation in Africa.

The major

problems are identified to include; analysis of the investigated field? modelling of
the investigated objects that is of oil and gas producting African countries, the
performances of the balance of the interregional distribution of global energy
resources, and general scheme of modelling of energy situation in Africa.

Structural

coefficients and the main elements of balance table enable the clarification of the
role and place of a certain African country in international division of labour, and

>

in world energy situation.

4.2

"Elaborate Modelling of the Energy Sector for Improved Energy Balance in

( Africa".

(Mr. Bugembe P.K.)

In presenting the paper entitled "Elaborate Modelling of the Energy Sector for
Improved Energy Balance in Africa", the representative of the EGA first noted the
Central position of energy in the process of production and for consumption. Energy was
needed in agricultures, industry, transport, construction and services. He noted thats
at the present time energy questions were not seen as critical as in the 1970s after
the sharp increase in oil prices. This was partly due to the recent decline in oil
prices and the emergence of very critical areas in African countries such as food
shortages, debt problems and chronic balance of payment difficulties.
It was however, emphasized that Africa had a serious energy problem characterized

by (a) foreign exchange shortage to import energys (b) the desertification resulting
from massive deforestation due to extensive use of fuelwood, (c) inefficiency in energy

utilization, and (d) unexploited energy resources.

With regards to foreign exchange shortages9 the ECA representative pointed out

that despite the decline in ail imports9 many African countries will still face problems
to cover their imports of oil. This was because of the slow growth in exports, the low
commodity prices and the heavy debt servicing burden. Further, although many African
oil-import levels, the rehabilitation and revitalization of the African economies will
need more oil imports.

As regards the problem of the deforestation caused by fuelfood use, the ECA
representative emphasized the fact that this was very serious.
If not only threatened
to desertify many African countries but would also result into an increasing shortage
of energy sources for rural people. Further, extensive deforestation also affected
agriculture as it results in serious soil degradation.
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4.3

Country papers on elaborate modelling of the energy sector
a)

The Energy sector in Burundi

Representative of Burundi treated the exnerience of his country implementation
of the model called "Energy"„ For application of this model to intersectoral planning
system were elaborated the submodels "Fuel" and "Electricity".

Submodel "Fuel" deals

with forecasting of five types of imported fuel, non considering local production of
petroleum products.

Submodel "Electricity" makes possible the forecast of demand and supply of
electricity. Local supply is determined by realisation of urban and rural project of
electrification. Difference between the demand and supoly covered by import.

Up to 1931 fuel import was estimated by the function of proportion between the
volume of importation and Cross Enterion Product of the secondary sector. The elascity

coefficient is very high between 1.4 and 1.6 - and the use of petrol prices, that's why
it's necessary make more refined the analysis of future import.
There are five categories of fuel that is;

^

1.
2.
3.
4.

Benzin
Fuel oil
Gas oil
Clear petrol

5.

Other petrol production.

Forecast of demand on energy type of fuel is connected with the consumption of the

big industrial enterprises.

The consumption of gas and oil depends also of the

investments into the route construction.

The most bis part of imported fuel is consumed

by three sectors: textile complex, tea production and beer. For calculation of
provisioned import it's necessary to apply indices of production of beer and textile.
Consumption of clear petrol coinsides with the growth of population. Other
petrol products consist of hydrocarbure gas and ssphalts. In the forecast their
consumption growth is considered to be constant during a year.
II.

ELECTRICITY

In this model are distinguished electricity consumption in Bujumbra (capital of
the country and the consumption of other provinces). What about the consumption of
Bujumbra there are two groupes of electricity consumption:
by the governments

by particular consumption.

The demand of Bujumbra is approximated by the equation of regression with Gross
Domestic Product, Gross commercial internal product, Gross Domestic Product of secondary
sector, and Gross Domestic Product of Public Sector.
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There are also three stochastic relations.

For some other categories of demand

it's supposed to use seven years tendencies.

In other provinces is made a distinction between an energy producted by
electrique groups and by hydroelectrique allocated in Burundi.
4,4

Discussions on Elaborate Modelling of the Energy Sector

In the discussion of the paper, participants emphasized the perverted nature of
the energy problem in Africa involving on one hand very low levels of energy consumption

and on, .the other hand high, energy:import burdens.

A participant felt that the energy

problem was likely to worsen before it improves. However, in systematically analysing
the magnitude of the problem it was necessary to make projections of both the demand
and supply along with the investments required.

needed'to be expanded.

For this9 the model proposed by ECA

Also in estimating demand, particular attention had to be paid

to the various strategies that African countries will adopt. Different development
strategies in areas likfc industrialization would entail different energy demand levels.

A question was also raised regarding the assessment of how the model would perform in
African countries.

It was also suggested that it was necessary to analyse all factors

including population which affect the demand of energy. FinallyB a clarification was
sought as to how the high prices of oil had actually influenced demand for oil in

Africa.

In answer to the various questions raised, the ECA representative noted that the
energy problem in Africa was indeed perverted. For this very reason, it was necessary

to analyse the problem in depth. The system that was being proposed was the beginning
in his direction. As regards the performance of the model, the ECA representative
pointed to the example that had been given in the paper which illustrated the various
scenarious that could be analysed. For the effect of oil prices on energy demand in
Africa, the ECA representative informed the meeting that many African oil-importing
countries had reduced their oil import levels. In soraecases, the levels were so
depressed that even production activities were adversely affected.

Topic 5:

5.1

;

Economic Cooperation between USSR and African Countries.

State and Perspectives of Economic and Scientific Cooperation between
USSR and African Countries.(Prof. Tchetvertakov VJ.A., Expert in the
State Committee of the USSR for Foreign Economic Relations).

In report is described the cooperation of USSR and African countries. The Soviet
Government pays a great attention to the perspectives of cooperation with the African^
countries. Long term agreement is achieved between the USSR and such African countries
as Angola, Ethiopia, Congo, Tunis, Morocco and some others. Nearly 22 thousands of
African students are instructed in USSR.

With the help of USSR there are constructed

1500

schools and higher schools in

Africa. The 13th8ession of UN declared that the help to African countries is the state
policy of Soviet Union.
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Financial he In is offpr^H Mr ttccd

j

African countries, iho^h tLieeld
helptr
dollars.
e*-QeG neiP tor

. «« are profitable to

countries is 150 billions of

the construction

modern technological

processes.

s Republics and the UnitedC»,t,^

out that the cooperation cove
idf "t °T
the development of the African reJon! in partLul

« the field of natural resources del

and trade. He expressed his eratitZeXTt
important area of training African "neci^L
Planning and in particular the opportunity of , n

Union of Soviet
Africa. He pointed
crucial importance to

training of Africans specialists

1—mine, transport industry
this .time extended to a very
of economic development

together with a highly re
Instxtute of Economic and Mathematical Studifs
of
difs
of
IT
™S
hiebly
renoun^
Academy
of
Sciences.
He
expressed his hopes that this
i with ttt t
™*
ACademy
°f
Sci^es.
He
USSR win Rrow and expand at
Institute and similar bodies in the

Efforts should be made to explore irT

a

fully realized in the near future in terns of f
two areas, relate further to the deve Zent o

*he deVf °pm

short-term forecasting system which had b!^ »% £?■ £ }

the —^ *-

of the African region

* making these areas

V^1 reso^«=- These
AccountinB ^trix based

were constrained byy the shortages
resources
both
shortagesto of
ofregional
resources
both ^'
^,
level The second area relates
il nlann.no
%^l s"retar^t
experience. This area is of paramo^fimportat T °f,whlch the USSR
estabUshment of the African l^^^^

experieLTthlt tt is^tlTlTtt^
countries and that every effort has to

cooperation.
Topic 6:

S to

.

COUntries but

and the national

considerable

"? ** M d0Ubt ^ ^ considerate

T alUe t0 the develoPin8 African
to strengthen and expand such

STUDY TOUR

g ^udy^ ^pSSi^.^^?

Republic -« -iv,

Academy Sciences of the Lativian Republiland thf^ •
?ffConoraic Institute of the
lativian Republic state planning S ee I
Scientific Research Institute of
number of models that are bein" utSe I rZt ?ar1tl""™ts w"e introduced to a

model and an integrated inPut-outPut reiionl? vstef A /" ?articular -» agricultural
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE WORKSHOP

Topic I:

Integration of Informal Sector in MUlti-Sectoral Planning

provision of blsic needs in African economies, it is recommended that

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

give measures to correct the existing negative imape;

organize *orlcshops at national level to provide a foru. for exchange of
ideas among policymakers, researchers, and the public

increasedata collection on the informal sector and update existing
information?,

identifv areas where the sector is already making significant contribution
and initiate appropriate programmes of assistance.

(e)

2

evolve measures which ta^e into -count the peculiar nature of the sector
so as to enhance its contribution to national development.

African ministers of Planninp and National Development give the EGA in

collaboration with other international agencies a mandate to,

(a)

increase their activities in the informal sector especially in the area of
macro-economic integration*

(b)

rarry out research, data collection, and analysis of the sector;

(c)

organize a round - table/seminar of African Planners on the informal sector

oic II:

Recommendations on SAM-based Short-Term Forecasting Models.

=
seminar recommend that:

1)

.

activities on short-tena

The EGA Secretariat should strengthen and expand "« ^^^ into account

forectasting
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Accounting Matrix (SAM) which is repar

s

™ f w' ,"»* SyStem int0 the S°^

forecasting at both n,icro and macro levels and IZt fU\t0°1 for ?con°*i<= analysis and
(input-output technical■ coefficientsB and
their itZ JT '°Tr, inte""toral
balances
assistant ,.1—u r.
rtna tneir aynamizatioTi^ .
*-*,-:„
^.

a) instalHnr adecuate, reliable, appropriate statistic^ data bases

W PVSt fl

d)

-d multilateral

p for trainin, at Fcl or abroad" J°b"trainl^ « Providing
On the ^erience of other countries of SAK-based

f) integrating African countries' .odels into the on-going World Project
3)
to assure

should include, inter-alia, household surveys inlst1i*T
price, financial and foreign trade data s^eys etc
Topic III.

development plans. These
'* P°?ulation

Energy Modelling

The participants^

'«

n land-locked countries in particu"

co™tries xn general and for the
f available

ConsiderinS the hifih cost of transport and energy in the develoDin8 countries
L>

-recommend to African countries:

b)

n"ies

to consider energy planning as an integral nart of «, •

anri^l dl

T>lanninP|

lnc^Prai part of then- economic and
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)

to exploit renewable source of enerpy?

and arrest the trend of rapid environmental degradation
deforestation:

e)

to enhance co-operation in energy issues both on a

well

as through regional groupings such as SADCC, EC

and to ensure conservation of energy.

2)

request the UNECA and the Academy of Sciences of USSR:-

a)

Topic IV:

to assist the African countries willing to introduce -b-odd »n

Recommendation on Regional and Sectoral Placing

TaHnc note of the importance in Africa of overall planning enchanced by coherent
and efficient regional planning

Conscious of the necessity to coordinate the sectoral policies for better

articulation of the economies of African countries*

The seminar participants recorded with respect to multis.etoral planning the
following""

1)
2)
3)

4)

to implement, progressively, a system of information and regional
statistics;

to take into consideration, as the case may be

the regional aspect

in the construction of medium and lonS-term national plans,

to create regional structures of planning and to Bive to the exxstxns
ones the appropriate means in modelling

to establish appropriate machineries for the decentralization of

mechanisms of management and planning ■

6)

to increase EGA technical assistance to African countries for the
preparation of development plans.
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Topic v:

^=dation -^operation in the Held of Plannin, Models and

The workshop:

countries-1"8 "" ^^ ^^ °f develo™ent *» -del building in the ECA member
Considering that exchanging information and experiences is alway, enriching;

sisS3

i

»> ss ss r

with the utilization of planning models and macro-economic managements;
- Recommend:-

1)

the intensification of cooperation in the field of modelling between all

the members of ECA including the organizing between them of"a system of

h*nH w1* of^nforrDatlon ™* experience on the one hand and, on the other

takf and""611

^tries and the ECA. In this regard, ECA should under

take and encourage these forms of cooperation^

2>

on%heV^OITen^
°f ;UC? co°Peration between the African countries and ECAS
on the one hand, and the specialized international and governmental

organizations more experience and competence are of the nature to promote

the modelling method of planning and in macro-economic management;

3>

™Il! f?!ter?in8 of scientific meeting for the promotion and dorelopment of
modelling in the Airrican countries; to do this, ECA should explore all the
possibilities and benefit from the experience of USSR, in particular the
experience erf the Central Economics and Mathematical Institute of the USSR

Acaaemy of Scxences and similar bodies in USSR.
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